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It is not enough to create content, be it on website or social media. You have to be
smart about it to see results. Something I learnt since the start of my business is how
important it is to have set processes and guidelines. Leaving content creation to the
last minute and to chance is the sure recipe for inconsistency and lack of optimisation.
With the four tools I am going to share with you now, you can take control of your
content and use it to its maximum potential! If you have these four tools in place in
your business, you will already be ahead of your competition.
There is certainly a time investment associated with this route. But trust me when I say
that it gets easier. After you set these tools up and get the hang of it, it is just a matter
of regularly setting aside time to maintain and update them.
If you have any questions about these tools or any other aspect of marketing, feel free
to email me at alexandra@apmarketing.ie. I always reply!

mailto:alexandra@apmarketing.ie
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1. Marketing strategy
Your marketing plan could be pages long. Or it could just be a one-page overview.
Either way, it is an essential tool for every business; it ensures that you always have
the big picture in mind, you keep innovating to reach your goals, and you do not bite
more than you can chew.
Your marketing plan may include:

· Competitor analysis
· SWOT analysis
· Target customer and clients
· Sales funnel plan
· Content plan
· Marketing strategy (goals and actions)
· Day-to-day marketing actions
· Implementation roadmap
· Marketing tools
· Marketing budget

While I consider each of these parts important to inform decisions and then guide
actions, I would argue that the marketing strategy is the most essential of the bunch.
Start then and then build upon it with the other elements if you are overwhelmed by
the list above.
A marketing strategy includes at least your marketing goals and the actions you are
going to take to achieve them. You may also add who is going to do what and when,
as well as why each goal is important (refer back to your business goals for this last
one).
Here is our complete marketing plan template for you to download and get started.

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/61a4f6f5c1487445e37b431d/61f043caa5e278fa4b943728_MarketingStrategyTemplate APM.docx
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2. Brand guidelines
How do you ensure consistency every time someone gets in touch with your business?
With clear brand guidelines that are followed by everyone in your business.
What your brand guidelines include depends on what kind of business you run. For
example, as a digital business, Alexandra Pedro Marketing's brand guidelines do not
include any mention of packaging.
There are three major sections in every brand guidelines: core, voice, and image. I
recommend you to start with your core because it will be important to educate
decisions on both the voice and the image sections.
Here are a few ideas of sections for your brand guidelines and what you may include
in each of them:

· Core
o Mission
o Purpose
o Values

· Voice
o Tone of voice
o Language
o Themes
o Key messages
o Tagline
o Name
o History
o People
o Services

· Image
o Logos
o Colours
o Photography
o Illustration
o Textures
o Fonts
o Layout
o Key subjects
o Packaging

· Sound
o Music
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Along with your brand guidelines you should have a brand folder where you store
elements like:

· Logo
· Icons
· Photographs
· Illustrations
· Videos
· Sounds
· Templates

Need some inspiration to get started? Download and check out our brand guidelines.
We also have a simple brand guidelines template that you can download and try out,
even though I highly recommend you to adapt it to suit your needs!

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/61a4f6f5c1487445e37b431d/61f01f52c0de5f1e68e5eb0f_BrandGuidelines APM.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/61a4f6f5c1487445e37b431d/61f00608cea91922451f35cb_BrandGuidelinesTemplate APM.docx
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3. Content calendar
Your content calendar can be the main place where you and your collaborators plan
and track your content. It can be as simple or as complex as you want it to be.
When I first started out, I had a simple spreadsheet with just the post, the date, and
the platform where I was going to post it. Now I have a database in Baserow for each
of my clients with three tables each:

· Posts
o Name
o Publishing date
o Published?
o Idea
o Series (if applicable)
o Caption
o Hashtags
o Image URL
o Image alt text
o People in charge

· Series
o Name
o Status (pondering, preparing, ongoing, paused)
o Concept
o Posts (if applicable)

· People
o Name
o Roles
o Posts (if applicable)

You could do something similar on a regular spreadsheet but I like the added
functionalities that Baserow offers.
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When creating your content calendar, do not forget to take into consideration what
your audience needs and/or wants. Create content that is:

· Easy-to-consume
· Useful at some level
· Engaging
· Always focused on the needs of your audience
· Accessible

While I find having a content calendar essential too, leave room to adapt it to suit
unexpected changes in your environment, your audience, or even your business.
In addition to content calendars, each of our clients have running lists of content ideas.
Every time I come across an idea I write it down in the list and every time I need an
idea I go back for it.
You could take your content calendar even further and add analytics to it. I now opt to
have those in a separate location to keep the content calendar simpler for my
collaborators.
Feel free to download this spreadsheet content calendar template that I used before
I moved to Baserow!

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/61a4f6f5c1487445e37b431d/61f00bdf7329ed1c79f1af9b_ContentCalendarTemplate APM.xlsx
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4. Content-creation flowchart
A content-creation flowchart includes all the tasks that need to be completed between
the conception and publication of a piece of content. You can have one for each type
of content. They are your guiding lights through the process of creating content for
your website, social media, newsletter and so on.
Here are possible actions to include in your content-creation flowcharts:

· Coming up with an idea or choosing one from your running list of content idea
· Validating that idea with someone else (ideally from your target audience)
· Scheduling that idea on your content calendar and assigning it to the relevant

people
· Writing the caption
· Creating or choosing the photograph, graphic, or video
· Check everything for accessibility
· Posting the whole thing with alt text for any images and relevant categories and

tags (if website) or hashtags (if social media)
· Replying to audience engagement

Always include checks for accessibility. Here are a few to consider:
❏ Simple vocabulary and grammar
❏ No mid-sentence hashtags
❏ No mid-sentence emojis
❏ No emojis as bullet points
❏ Easy-to-read fonts
❏ No alternative fonts from external websites nor ASCII Art illustrations
❏ High-contrast images
❏ Alt text on images and gifs
❏ Closed captions on videos
❏ No flashing elements on videos
❏ Copy or audio description of visual elements on videos
❏ Live captioning for livestreams

For more about accessibility for social media, check out Alexa Heinrich’s resources.

https://therealalexa.com/accessible-social

